
	  

Pitfalls Qualities 

hesitant 
mindful, thoughtful, 
reflective 

suspicious critical 

detached 
reserved, 
autonomous 

distant pragmatic 

reluctant independent 

aggressive assertive 

arrogant self-confident 

patronizing caring 

rude direct 

crude thorough 

bold decisive 

cheeky direct, straight 

obedient honest 

well-behaved friendly 

bureaucratic structured 

chaotic creative 

disorganized flexible 

avoiding conflict tolerant 

dogmatic strict 

offensive strict 

insulting direct, confronting 

dominant leading 

pushiness decisiveness 

stubborn persistent, targeted 

dull balanced 

boring balanced 

monotonous well-balanced 

loner independent 

fanatic driven 

philanthropic altruistic 

no opinion objective 

no position tactful 

no argument objective 
impassive (no 
emotion) analytical 

ordinary trustworthy 

boundless generous 

limitless service-minded 

at the forefront Initiative, pioneer 
tenacious 
(stubborn) purposeful 

hot-tempered temperament 

hot-tempered character 

Pitfalls Qualities 

impulsive 
enthusiastic, 
excited 

impulsive spontaneous 
ironic humor/humour 
sarcastic humor/humour 

yes man 
cooperating, 
compliant 

hermit self-sufficient  
stubborn willpower 
stubborn insistent  
skimpy economical 
insulting Incisive / direct 
lazy relaxed, casual 
manic cheerful 
follower compliant 
naïve optimistic 
non listener talkative 
closed, shy silent, quiet 
unreachable unconventional 
not thinking about 
others 

original, 
unconventional 

submissive loyal 
humble loyal 
impatient fast 
unsubtle brief 
unrestrained impulsive 
unremarkable team player 
elusive, evasive careful 
too serious serious 
indifferent courage 
careless daring 
invisible modest 
pushy helpful, serving 
Impose (force) convincing 
Impose (force) present 
intrusive present 
intrusive interested 
intrusive curious 

nosy curious 
sacrifice helpful, supportive 
over elegant stylish 
overloaded responsible 
overprotective responsible 

exaggerated 
warm, friendly, 
cordial 

predominant competitive 
predominant inspiring 
overconfident, 
cocky brave 
passive patiently, observing 
passive relaxed, casual 
being passive listener 
perfectionist accurate, precise 

Pitfalls Qualities 
perfectionism detailed, exact 
nitpicker accurate, precise 
fussy, finicky thorough 
risky adventurous 
reckless brave 
reckless unconcerned 
boring serious 
sentimental sensitive 

plain 
simple, 
straightforward 

slavish, 
submissive obedient, compliant 
messy, sloppy pragmatic 
spotless neat, orderly 
rigid consistent 
rigid disciplined 
rigid formal, firm 
stubborn determined 

conservative 
preserved, 
maintainable 

emotional, take 
over someone's 
emotions empathic 
too open (people 
take advantage of 
you) outspoken 
too punctual timely 
fearful cautious 
indecisive cautious 
indecisive contemplative 
talk too much communicative 
slow, sluggish stable 
doubtful deliberate 
stuck solid, sound 
demanding ambitious 
wasteful generous 
shy calm 
flattering polite 
no opinion diplomatic 
suspicious skeptical 
fickleness adaptability 

 


